Ground Engaging Tools (G.E.T) can represent one of the highest ongoing expenses for a business and along with replacement wear parts and rubber tracks & pads, the costs can begin to add up. At Fortus we not only source and supply quality products, but we endeavour to do so at competitive prices.

And we’re that confident with our pricing, that we’ve introduced a 5% Price Beat Guarantee*. That’s right, if you find a competitor’s price for an identical item stocked by Fortus, at less than our quoted price, we’ll beat it by 5%, that’s our price guarantee to you.

How to Claim your 5% Price Beat Guarantee

1. Record the price
   Keep a record of your lower priced competitor quote for verification.

2. Let us know
   Contact Fortus by phone, email or visit one of our branches and advise you have a “lower priced competitor quote”.

3. Verification & Save $
   Send through your purchase order with the prices adjusted to take advantage of the price beat guarantee.

What items are INCLUDED in the 5% Price Beat?

- All stocked items of:
  - Wear protection parts
  - G.E.T.
  - Fasteners
  - Roller items

What items are EXCLUDED from the 5% Price Beat?

- All stocked items of:
  - Custom manufactured parts
  - Tools
  - KVX equivalent

*Terms & Conditions

- Offer only applies to those items listed in the “Included items” list above.
- Offer excludes any items listed in the “Excluded items” list above.
- The competitor lower price must be for a new and identical stocked Fortus item.
- Fortus reserves the right to request a copy of the competitor quote, before honouring the price beat guarantee.

Contact Fortus for more information.

1300 363 969
fortusgroup.com.au
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